SEP - 6 1996

OOM:JMR:00092

Revocation of Delegations of Authority

Direct Reports, RFPO

The purpose of this memorandum is to rescind all delegations of authority issued from any RFPO Manager previous to June 1, 1996, with one exception, attached. The delegation of approval authority for safety documentation issued to Keith Klein remains in effect. Please advise your staff of this rescission, the purpose of which is to regain control and responsibility for site activities until I am confident there is a common and mutual understanding among RFPO management of roles, responsibilities and authorities.

Attachment

Jessie M. Roberson
Manager
This memorandum delegates to the Deputy Manager for Technical Programs at the Rocky Flats Field Office approval authority for safety documentation dealing with Hazard Category 2 and 3 nuclear facilities at the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site. Specifically, the following documents are enveloped under this delegation:

- Safety Analysis Reports
- Safety Analyses (SA)
- Technical Safety Requirements (TSR)
- Operational Safety Requirements (OSR)
- Unreviewed Safety Questions
- Safety Evaluation Reports

Also included in this set of documentation are subtler documents such as Basis for Interim Operations and appropriate interim TSR/OSRs, Justification for Continued Operation, and TSR/OSR page changes. These subtler documents are currently used as temporary extensions/surrogates for and are based upon the approved safety bases established in the above list.

Your continued careful management of these matters is anticipated. Please provide me appropriate information regarding Site activities in these areas of SA and performance.

Jessie M. Roberson
Manager

cc:
A. Alm, KM-1, HQ
T. O'Toole, BH-1, HQ
B. Card, K-H